
 

Characterization of Materials for Low-Cost, Sustainable, Building Materials for Burkina Faso 
 
Overview:  
The Penn State materials team was tasked with analyzing the thermal           
properties of five test materials for low-cost, sustainable housing in          
Burkina Faso. The materials that were proposed for sustainable housing          
were laterite stone, compressed earthen block, concrete, steel, and wood.          
Our characterization of these materials included measuring shortwave emissivity and the absorption coefficient             
using an integrating sphere, measuring specific heat using differential scanning calorimetry, and qualitatively             
calculating the longwave emissivity by constructing a thermal apparatus and using an infrared imaging. After               
completing these experiments, we hoped to provide a recommendation as to which material would exhibit the best                 
thermal properties in Burkina Faso’s climate. 
Objectives: 
The PSU materials team objective was to identify what resources and equipment would be needed to complete the                  
measurements for the project and to receive the necessary training to perform the measurements. Chad Erb was in                  
charge of the project budget and making sure all reimbursements were filed with the learning factory. Elizabeth                 
Ancin was in charge of being in contact with the project advisor and the timeline for the project. Tanner Mengle                    
was in charge of researching relevant literature that would be beneficial in aiding in the completion of the project.  
 
Approach: 

● Penn State in conjunction with 2iE University have built two pilot homes to research the thermal                
performance of various building materials (one from CEB and one from concrete). The CEB home               
maintains interior temperatures 4-5 C cooler than the concrete pilot home. Our task was to research                
material properties that can justify this temperature discrepancy.  

● We researched and determined material properties that could be used to justify the previous experiments. 
● Our team decided to focus on three specific areas of interest: shortwave emissivity, longwave emissivity,               

and the material’s specific heat. 
● We were able to measure the shortwave emissivity and specific heat of our samples using characterization                

techniques currently available at Penn State. 
● Shortwave emissivity was calculated using an Integrating       

sphere in Penn State’s MSC. We were able to calculate          
each material's’ reflectance and use the Kirchhoff       
relationship to solve for each material’s emissivity within        
the 400-2000 nm range. 

● Specific heat was calculated using Differential Scanning       
Calorimetry.  

● To measure our materials’ emissivity with respect to longwave radiation, we constructed a thermal              
transmittance apparatus. The apparatus mounted a sample       
in each face of a 1x1x1 insulated cube with a heat source            
on the inside. We used an IR camera to image the heat            
transmitted through each sample and then calculate the        
material’s emissivity. 

 
Outcomes: 

● Our experiments confirmed the previous data gained from the pilot homes. Compressed Earth Block was               
the superior building material with respect to its thermal properties. 

● Our research also suggests using wood over steel as a roofing material based on its thermal properties. 


